
DIRECTIONS TO
NLO SHIELDMARK
 AMSTERDAM

Visiting address
Nachtwachtlaan 20 
(gebouw Ringpark)
1058 EA Amsterdam
T +31 (0)20 511 18 88
F +31 (0)20 511 18 00

By car
Our office can be reached by taking the exit S106 off the A10.

From The Hague/Rotterdam
Take the A10 (direction of Zaanstad); take the S106 exit (Osdorp etc.); turn left at the traffic lights (Cornelis Lelylaan);
cross the A10 and immediately take the first exit on your right; at the next traffic lights turn left (Derkinderenstraat);
on the roundabout turn right and go underneath the A10; go right at the T-junction; after appr. 20 meters go left,  
now you enter the parking-lot of the office building (Ringpark).

From Zaandam
Take the A10 (direction of Den Haag etc.); take the S106 exit (Osdorp etc.); turn right at the traffic lights (Cornelis Lelylaan); 
directly take the first right exit. at the next traffic lights turn left (Derkinderenstraat); on the roundabout turn right and go 
under the A10; go right at the T-junction; after appr. 20 meters go left, now you enter the parking-lot (Ringpark).

From Utrecht/Amersfoort
Take the A10 (first into the direction of Schiphol, then the direction of Zaandam); take the S106 exit (Osdorp etc.);
turn right at the traffic lights (Cornelis Lelylaan); directly take the first right exit. at the next traffic lights turn left 
(Derkinderenstraat); on the roundabout turn right and go under the A10; go right at the T-junction;  
after appr. 20 meters left, now you enter the parking-lot (Ringpark).

By public transport
From the station Amsterdam Lelylaan by tram
Take tram 1 or 17 from the NS Station ‘Amsterdam Lelylaan’ in the direction of the ‘Centraal station’;  
get off at the first stop (Derkinderenstraat); walk left till the traffic square; walk right underneath the highroad;  
now you walk straight into the office building (Ringpark).

Walking from the station Lelylaan (appr. 10 minutes)
When you leave the station, keep it to your left side; turn right into the Johan Jongkindstraat;  
walk this street along till the end; at the end you will see the office building (Ringpark).

From the city centre
Take tram 1 of 17; get off at the tram stop Derkinderenstraat; walk left till the traffic square; walk right underneath the 
highroad; now you walk straight into the office building (Ringpark)
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